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Abstract. The digital economy is highly volatile and uncertain. Ever-changing
customer needs and technical progress increase the pressure on organizations to
continuously improve and innovate their business processes. The ability to anticipate incremental and radical process changes required in the future is a critical
success factor. However, organizations often fail to forecast future business process designs and process performance. One reason is that Business Process Management (BPM) is dominated by reactive methods (e.g., lean management, traditional process monitoring), whereas there are only a few future-oriented approaches (e.g., process simulation, predictive process monitoring). This paper
supports the shift towards proactive BPM by coining the notion of process forecasting – an umbrella concept for future-oriented BPM methods and techniques.
We motivate the need for process forecasting by eliciting various types of process
forecasting from BPM use cases and create a first understanding of its scope by
providing a definition, a reference process, showing the steps to be followed in
process forecasting initiatives, and a positioning against related BPM sub-areas.
The definition and reference process are based on a structured literature review.
Keywords: Process forecasting, proactive business process management, predictive business process management.
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Introduction

Business processes allow organizations to match existing customer demand with the
supply of the resources needed to fulfil this demand. In the digital age, ever-changing
customer needs and rapid technical progress cause high volatility and uncertainty. Such
ongoing changes in market conditions force organizations to continuously adapt their
business processes [1], which involves both the adaptation of resources to changes in
the quantitative demand (e.g., the number of incoming customer orders) and the provision of business processes in respect to qualitative demand changes (e.g., customers
seeking new digital channels to interact with organizations). The ability to timely anticipate incremental or radical changes of business processes required in the future is a
critical success factor for organizations. However, the BPM state of the art does not
provide sufficient tools to manage business processes proactively [2].
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We argue that a more prevalent usage of future-oriented methods in BPM will lead
to an improved and earlier understanding of future process demands and, thus, enable
the timely implementation of required process changes [2]. Concretely, a widespread
use of these methods could help shift the predominating focus on reactive BPM (e.g.,
lean management, process monitoring) towards proactive BPM. Proactive BPM is concerned with sensing process changes required in the future timely and effectively and
implementing the identified changes before issues occur or opportunities are missed.
For instance, as described in [3], instead of the reactive practice of spotting different
types of waste, this would entail proactively identifying waste-in-the-making (e.g.,
emerging re-work) leading to an entire new discipline of proactive lean management.
The quality of proactive BPM can be measured by the extent to which it reduces
process latency, i.e., the time of the occurrence of a process problem and its resolution,
reducing the accumulated time during which a process is of unsatisfactory design or
execution. The economic benefits of forecasting business processes can be seen in selective practices such as Amazon’s predictive shipping where goods are delivered in
anticipation that customers will order them. Done successfully, this leads to earlier demand satisfaction and revenue, and positive customer experience [4]. On the cost side,
predictive maintenance approaches show how dynamically calculating emerging
maintenance actions and embedding them into the production schedule minimizes costs
related to significant replacements [5]. Predictive shipping and maintenance, however,
are still isolated practices, and only a few future-oriented methods exist in BPM [2].
In this light, our paper aims to sensitize for the need for proactive BPM and to trigger
a community-wide discussion on the use of forecasting elements into BPM. Thus, we
seek to introduce process forecasting as a concept for gaining early insights into and
anticipating future business processes by answering the following research questions:
(RQ1) What are use cases of forecasting in the context of BPM? (RQ2) How can process forecasting be defined? (RQ3) What are main steps of a process forecasting initiative? Our answers to these questions resulted in three conceptual elements proposed
in this paper: process forecasting types, definition, and reference process. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, our methodological approach to
develop the three conceptual elements is presented. In Section 3, we present the distinct
types of process forecasting, demonstrating its wide range of use cases. After having
motivated the need for process forecasting, Section 4 proposes the definition of process
forecasting. In Section 5, we propose the reference process for process forecasting initiatives. After discussing the results of the conducted literature review in Section 6,
Section 7 positions process forecasting against other BPM sub-areas. Finally, Section
8 concludes the paper by summarizing the findings and pointing to future work.

2

Research Method

To develop the three conceptual elements aiming to coin the notion of process forecasting, we applied the following methodological approach. Firstly, on the basis of BPM
literature, we identified different types of process forecasting. Secondly, by means of a
structured literature review, we defined process forecasting. Thirdly, we used the
knowledge obtained from the literature review to adapt a well-accepted forecasting
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reference process to the BPM domain, resulting in the proposed process forecasting
reference process. Below, we describe our tripartite research method in detail.
Identifying the types of process forecasting. The different types of process forecasting describe use cases of forecasting in BPM. To identify them, we conducted an indepth analysis of the BPM life cycle and BPM use cases proposed by Van der Aalst
[6]. To do so, we mapped the BPM use cases to the phases of the life cycle. Then, each
researcher independently analyzed the BPM use cases with regard to whether they can
be supported by forecasting. The resulting unstructured collection of forecasting use
cases in the BPM domain was then discussed and consolidated in a joint workshop.
Formulating the definition of process forecasting. With the aim to construct a wellfounded definition of process forecasting, which comprises all identified types, we performed a structured literature review. Referring to the guidelines of Vom Brocke et al.
[7], before conducting a literature search, the research scope needs to be defined. The
topic of concern is the concept of process forecasting with its objective to predict process characteristics. To this end, in our literature review, we aimed for a comprehensive
coverage of BPM-related research containing a forecasting component. Based on the
terminology used in seminal publications [8–10], we formulated the following search
phrases: "predict* [...] business process*", "forecast* [...] business process*", "business
process forecast*", "business process prediction", "predictive business process monitoring" and "predictive process monitoring". We applied these to two scholarly databases, i.e., Scopus and Web of Science. Scopus is one of the largest abstract and citation
database of peer-reviewed literature and includes scientific journals and books. To account for the fact that in computer science conferences are a significant publication
outlet, we also used Web of Science, as this database – besides a large number of journals and books – covers over 180,000 conference proceedings [11]. Thus, a wide coverage of our literature review in information and computer science related topics is ensured. All studies containing at least one of the phrases in the title, keywords, abstract
or (for Scopus only) in the full text of the paper were retrieved. Subsequently, we
merged and filtered the retrieved papers, i.e., we removed duplicates, manuscripts not
written in English, and not published as a journal article, book chapter, proceedings
paper or as an article in press. From the resulting 120 papers, 56 were classified as
relevant. For these papers, a forward and backward search was conducted, leading to a
final set of 65 relevant papers. We selected papers that propose techniques, methods,
or approaches supporting the early detection of process issues and opportunities, i.e.,
the prediction of future values of process characteristics. Examples for exclusions are
papers addressing quality and complexity of process models, process discovery, and
conformance checking. These were considered irrelevant as they do not contain a forecasting component. As we intended to construct a framework compiling possible input
and output parameters of process forecasting, we then classified the methods proposed
in the literature by their input and output. After that, we grouped the individual parameters found into categories. The resulting high-level categories of input and output parameters were then conceptualized and defined by means of appropriate literature.
Constructing the process forecasting reference process. To create a reference process to be followed in process forecasting initiatives, we drew from an accepted forecasting reference process (see [12]). The process we chose as our basis resembles other
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reference processes in forecasting literature (see e.g., [13]). Making use of forecasting
literature is reasonable here, because – in our understanding – process forecasting is a
specific type of forecasting and as such, it should inherit its basic, domain-agnostic
properties. To instantiate the reference process for BPM, based on the knowledge
gained from the literature survey, we carried out domain-specific adaptions to each step.

3

Types of Process Forecasting

The BPM life cycle, as proposed by Van der Aalst [6], includes three phases. In the
phase (re-)design, a process model is designed. The phase implement/configure refers
to making a process model executable. Finally, the phase run and adjust is concerned
with process execution. In the context of the phase run and adjust, Van der Aalst [6]
emphasizes the need for analysis of expected and past performance, and monitoring of
processes (see use cases “analyze performance based on model”, “analyze performance
using event data”, and “monitor” [6]). By combining these use cases and taking a futureoriented perspective, we obtain the first type of process forecasting, viz., “solving the
execution problem”, which addresses the predictive monitoring and simulation of processes at or shortly before run-time. The second type, “solving the configuration problem”, relates to the phase implement/configure and adds value when multiple process
model variants exist one of which needs to be selected prior to process execution (see
use case “configure configurable model” [6]). Thereby, process forecasting enables to
anticipate which model is best suited for upcoming process executions, accounting for
the future states of the operating environment. The third type, “solving the design problem”, relates to the phase (re-)design and supports the demand-driven design and improvement of process models (see use cases “design model” and “improve model” [6]).
Here, the use case of process forecasting lies in predicting how processes need to be
designed to comply with future process demands. The proposed types of process forecasting – visualized in Fig. 1 – are explained below via illustrative examples.
Type
1:
Type
2:
Type 1:
Type 2:
Solving
Solvingthe
theconfiguration
selection problem
Solvingthe
theexecution
execution problem
problem Solving
problem

Type 1a:
Forecasting
process demand

Type 1b:
Forecasting process
performance

Type
3:
Type 3:
Solving
problem
Solving the
the design
design problem
Type 3a:
Forecasting
incremental changes

?

Type 3b:
Forecasting
radical changes

?

Fig. 1. Visualization of the three types of process forecasting.

Type 1: Solving the execution problem. This type of process forecasting is concerned
with anticipating process-related issues of day-to-day operations. This involves two
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forecasting tasks: forecasting process demand, i.e., the number and type of instances
arriving in a future time period (Type 1a) (see e.g., [14]) as well as forecasting the
expected performance of running and future process instances (Type 1b). The latter
involves the prediction of performance indicators (e.g., cycle time) (see e.g., [15]), the
process outcome (e.g., the probability of violating business constraints) (see e.g., [8])
as well as the sequence of activities (see e.g., [16]). When focusing on running instances, this may also include forecasting the next activities to be executed. An illustrative example of solving the execution problem can be inferred from [17], where the
authors describe a retailer deploying forecasting techniques in order to prevent its stores
from running out of stock. In the first step, the retailer may predict how many and which
products will be sold in each store to anticipate the most cost-effective point in time
when replenishments are needed (Type 1a). This forecast might be derived by taking
into account seasonality aspects (e.g., higher demand for certain products shortly before
Christmas) or consumer trends. After having ordered the replenishments, the retailer
might be interested in the probability of delayed deliveries (Type 1b). As shown in [17],
taking contextual information such as future weather conditions and their impact on
transport routes into account, the retailer may detect delays before they occur. This
enables proactive rescheduling of transport routes to prevent the upcoming delays.
Type 2: Solving the configuration problem. This type of process forecasting problem
exists when a concrete model from some configurable process model needs to be created (see use case “Configure Configurable Model” in [6]), i.e., when an organization
needs to select between alternative process model variants based on contextual variables (e.g., time, location, weather). In this regard, process forecasting can help anticipate the process model variant that is needed at a certain future point in time. This
enables organizations to better prepare the execution of a process model variant and,
thus, reduces process latency. For example, Rosemann and Recker [18] describe an
insurance company that has designed process variants for lodging insurance claims
based on different levels of severity of storms during the Australian storm season. As
soon as a storm occurs, its severity is evaluated and the execution of the corresponding
variant of the process model is triggered. In this case, process latency could be reduced
by taking forecasts of the severity of storms into account to predict the process variant
that is needed and proactively initiate targeted measures.
Type 3: Solving the design problem. The design of a business process is driven by
the requirements assigned to the respective process [19]. Here, the use case of process
forecasting lies in anticipating the changes in process models that will occur or be demanded in the future. Thereby, in line with the common view in business process improvement literature [20], we distinguish between incremental and radical changes.
Whereas incremental changes are adaptions of existing process models (Type 3a), radical changes address the creation of entire new models (Type 3b). An example setting
can be derived from [21]. This work describes a bank that aims to decide on the channels that should be offered to customers to conduct their banking activities in the future.
As analyzed in [21], the customer use of a certain channel depends on customers’ intrinsic attributes (e.g., attitude towards technology or age of customers). Knowing this
and building on information about future changes in customer characteristics, process
forecasting could discover which channels should or should not be offered in the future.
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For instance, at a certain future point in time, the fraction of customers using telephone
banking might be forecasted to decrease considerably, resulting in the recommendation
to shut down the telephone service (Type 3a). This would enable the bank to timely
initiate associated actions such as cancelling contracts with external service providers
and to plan the re-allocation of resources. Going one step further, process forecasting
could also predict entire new process models for conducting banking activities (Type
3b). For instance, accounting for the rapidly expanding usage of virtual voice assistants,
forecasting techniques could be able to predict the point in time when money transfers
via virtual voice assistants are desired, affordable, and viable. Additionally, by learning
from related process model designs (e.g., from other industries having implemented
voice-based interactions into their process models), an algorithm could output the
bank’s future process model supporting money transfers via virtual voice assistants.

4

Definition of Process Forecasting

The use cases outlined in Section 3 showed that process forecasting types differ in their
objective, input, output, and time horizon. However, all types pursue the same overarching goal, namely to boost organizational preparedness for future business processes. As a result of the conducted literature review and the identified types of process
forecasting, we define process forecasting as an umbrella concept for BPM methods
and techniques that aim to predict future business process demands, performance, and
designs. For the purpose of our research, we deliberately refrain from developing a
specific process forecasting method. Rather, we structure the field of action by proposing a framework of relevant input and output parameters. The specific set of input variables used to derive forecasts primarily depends on the applied forecasting method
[12]. The method to be used, in turn, might be constrained by data availability [13]. As
the literature review showed, process forecasts can generally be achieved by combining
or extrapolating data from past and running process executions (see e.g., [8]). More
sophisticated are context-aware process forecasts that take the future process environment into account (see e.g., [10]). A schematic view of the input and output parameters
for applying process forecasting methods is shown in Fig. 2.
Historical values of
process characteristics
Run-time values of
process characteristics

Values of (dependent
and independent)
process characteristics

Target values of
process characteristics

Process
forecasting
method

Historical values of
contextual variables
Run-time values of
contextual variables

Values of
contextual variables

Anticipated values of
contextual variables

Time horizon

Value(s) of dependent
process characteristic(s)
for the requested time
horizon

Fig. 2. Schematic view of relevant input and output parameters of process forecasting.
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As can be inferred from Fig. 2, a process forecasting method aims to predict the values
of one or more dependent process characteristics for a given time horizon based on
available historical, run-time, and target values of (independent and dependent) process
characteristics as well as historical, run-time, and anticipated values of contextual variables. Thereof, the time horizon is a mandatory input, whereas the other input variables
depend on the problem to be solved. Next, we define all the proposed components.
Process characteristics include both process performance indicators (PPIs) and the
typical core elements of business processes. PPIs are measures of the critical success
factors of business processes such as cycle time or cost. PPIs can be defined over a
single process instance or a group of instances (e.g., instances occurring within a period
of time) [22]. The core elements of a business process are essential to its execution and
understanding [23]. Referring to de Leoni et al. [24], we differentiate core elements into
data (e.g., data required to execute a process), resources (e.g., the resource performing
or supporting a particular activity), time (e.g., the duration of an activity), and the control flow, i.e., the executed activities and their temporal and logical relationship. The
control flow of a process can, for example, manifest itself in the form of an event log,
i.e., a collection of sequences of observed and recorded events, a simulation model, i.e.,
a conceptual model of a collection of processes with a finite imitation of its operations,
or an ordinary process model, i.e., a conceptual model of a collection of processes [25].
Process characteristics can be classified as dependent or independent, where the former
is the process characteristic to be forecasted and the latter is any other process characteristic taken into account to derive the forecast. The selection of dependent process
characteristics primarily hinges on the forecasting problem to be solved and ranges
from PPIs, through involved resources, to event logs and process models.
Contextual variables describe the environment in which a business process operates.
With regard to the classification presented by Rosemann et al. [23], we distinguish internal, external, and environmental context. Internal context involves the internal environment of an organization having an indirect impact on a business process (e.g., policies, resource capacity, and corporate strategy). External context captures factors beyond an organization’s control sphere but within its business network (e.g., characteristics of suppliers and customers, industry-specific factors such as trends driving the
demand for an industry’s service, and regulations). Environmental context is the environment beyond the business network in which an organization is embedded (e.g.,
weather, seasonality, and political system).
Time horizon is the period of time for which a forecast is produced. By transferring
the classification suggested in general forecasting literature [12], we categorize time
horizons into short-, medium- and long-range horizons. In the context of process forecasting, based on the time horizons found in the related literature, we define short-range
forecasts such that they cover the prediction of process characteristics of running instances (e.g., forecasting the remaining duration of a running process execution). Medium-range forecasts are based on weekly or monthly time spans from now (e.g., how
many employees will be required next Monday to serve arriving customers?). Finally,
long-range forecasts cover a (multi-)annual time span (e.g., forecasting the future process model in one year from now).
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5

Process Forecasting Reference Process

Below, we present the process forecasting reference process, describing the basic steps
to be followed in process forecasting initiatives. Fig. 3 provides an overview of the
proposed six steps. In the remainder of this section, we describe each step in detail.
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Determine the
objective of the
process forecast

Select the process
characteristic(s) to
be forecasted

Determine a time
horizon for the
process forecast

Select a process
forecasting method

Step 5:
Obtain the input
needed for the
selected process
forecasting method

Step 6:
Apply the selected
process forecasting
method

Fig. 3. Process forecasting reference process.

Step 1: Determine the objective of the process forecast. In the first step, the objective
of the forecast needs to be defined. This involves questions like “Why is the forecast
useful?”, “In which way is the forecast used?”, and “Who needs the forecasting results?”. The overarching goal of process forecasting is to detect and proactively manage
process-related issues and opportunities. As can be inferred from the identified types of
process forecasting, the instantiations of this objective are manifold. They range from
achieving an adequate resource or materials planning and ensuring flawless process
executions (solving the execution problem) to reducing process latency (solving the
configuration problem), or discovering how future process models will look like (solving the design problem). The defined objective further determines the level of accuracy
and the level of aggregation required in the forecast, i.e., whether the forecasting task
focuses on predicting single process instances, an aggregation of multiple process instances occurring in a certain time interval, or on predicting complete process models.
In general, it is agreed in literature that forecasting for groups (of process instances) is
more accurate than for individuals [12]. Moreover, when focusing on a single process
instance, one should be aware that this can result in losing sight of the totality of ongoing process executions. For instance, taking actions to prevent a single instance from
failing may have negative and unanticipated effects on other running process instances.
Step 2: Select the process characteristic(s) to be forecasted. After determining
why to forecast, the next step is to define what to forecast. The selection of the dependent process characteristic(s) depends on the objective of the forecast. For instance, an
organization that aims to solve the design problem, e.g., to discover how a process
needs to be designed to satisfy future customer needs, should select the future process
model as prediction target. In contrast, for an organization interested in an estimation
of how a process will perform in the future (solving the execution problem), the prediction of one or several PPIs might be expedient. For instance, in [15], the prediction
of cycle time is emphasized, as this enables organizations to provide customers with
waiting times guarantees. These were shown to increase customer satisfaction, if they
are met [15]. When selecting a dependent process characteristic, analysts should consider that the explanatory power of a forecast can be increased by choosing leading
indicators, i.e., the key factors that are known to influence unwanted changes of a certain higher-level process characteristic (lagging indicator), as the prediction target [24].
Leading indicators can be defined on different levels. For instance, human resources
involved in a process can be defined as leading indicator for the lagging indicator cycle
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time (e.g., due to different levels of experience of the employees) [24]. Cycle time, in
turn, is a leading indicator for the lagging indicator process cash flow. Based on the
executed literature review, we obtained the following relationship: the lower the level
of a leading indicator, the higher the forecast’s explanatory power. Thus, adhering to
the example sketched above, forecasting the employees that will be assigned to work
on the process of interest (instead of forecasting the cycle time), may reveal additional
information, as it enables analysts to not only detect how but also why a process will
perform in a certain manner. More of these cause-effect relationships between process
characteristics were discovered as part of the literature review and are shown in Fig. 5.
Step 3: Determine a time horizon for the process forecast. As a third step, the
length of time on which a forecast is based and how far into the future the forecast is
generated, needs to be determined. Thereby, it should be taken into account that, in
general, the accuracy of forecasts decreases as the time horizon extends [12]. However,
short-range forecasts provide decision makers only with little time to act. The earlier
an issue is detected, the more can be done to proactively solve it [2]. For example, when
solving the execution problem, let us assume that a group of instances of a process is
forecasted to be delayed. Detecting this within a short-range forecast, i.e., when the
instances are already running, enables decision makers to shift resources working on
other processes to the forecasted process. This might eliminate the delay of the forecasted process, but in turn lead to an increased cycle time of the other processes running
simultaneously. In contrast, a medium-range forecast might have provided decisionmakers with enough time to make resources available without affecting the performance of other processes. When solving the design problem (e.g., implementing a new
process), only long-range forecasts may be expedient, as strategical decisions of this
sort generally are subject to long lead-times. Further, regarding forecasts that rely on
historical data, the decision on a time horizon should be taken in consideration of the
time period for which historical data is available. It can be expected that a short observation period leads to less accurate long-range forecasts than a multi-annual one [12].
Step 4: Select a process forecasting method. In the next step, the method for process forecasting needs to be selected. Depending on the characteristics of the problem
at hand (e.g., objective of the forecast, type of dependent process characteristic, and
data availability), the applicability and suitability of distinct forecasting methods should
be evaluated. The chosen forecasting method then determines the set of potential input
variables and the way they are processed [12]. As can be inferred from the diversity of
methods proposed in the relevant literature, process forecasting is not limited to specific
methods, i.e., statistical and judgmental forecasts as well as a combination can be applied equally well. Whereas statistical methods make use of historical data and, thus,
underlie the assumption that observed dependencies will continue in the future, judgmental methods such as panel approaches or Delphi studies are based upon opinions of
experts [12]. Expert judgments are particularly helpful when historical data is unavailable or unable to “explain” the future properly. This may, for instance, be the case when
predicting sales for an entire new product or forecasting radical changes of process
models (cf. Type 3b, Section 3). Further approaches such as planning algorithms (see
e.g., [19]) or cognitive computing (see e.g., [26]) are also conceivable for certain forecasting problems. The methods most commonly used in the literature related to process
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forecasting – especially in the field of predictive process monitoring – are based on
machine learning (increasingly deep learning), constraint satisfaction, and quality-ofservice aggregation [27]. Thus, the majority of existing works focuses on statistical
forecasts, aiming to learn from past as well as present dependencies between process
characteristics and to transpose this knowledge into the future (see e.g., [16, 24]).
Step 5: Obtain the input needed for the selected process forecasting method.
After having selected a method, in the next step, the required input needs to be collected. In most cases, forecasts are based on large amounts of data. Against the backdrop of the recent uptake of new methods such as deep learning, analysts are enabled
to draw on structured as well as unstructured data (e.g., in the form of images, voice,
and videos). Further, the rising availability of micro-grained data about historical and
ongoing business process executions, particularly in the form of process logs, pushes
the boundaries of data that can be taken into account for a process forecasting task. As
pictured in Fig. 2, both process characteristics and contextual variables should be collected and used as input for a process forecast. The exploitation of the relationship between historical values of the dependent process characteristic and all other process
characteristics is motivated in [24]. As an example, de Leoni et al. [24] mention the
possible dependency between involved resources and customer satisfaction, i.e., certain
resources involved in a process execution may lead to a lower customer satisfaction.
Besides historical and run-time values, target values of process characteristics in the
form of future process requirements (e.g., service level agreements that have to be met)
may also be necessary to forecast certain prediction targets. Further, the literature suggests taking contextual variables into account. Such data is agreed to have a high explanatory power on process behavior [10]. For example in [24], the consideration of the
context variable weather as input to forecast the process characteristic activity duration
is emphasized, assuming that certain resources, which in turn have an impact on the
activity duration, are more efficient when the weather is good. Here, besides considering past relationships between context and process executions, it is also conceivable to
take future context data (e.g., the weather forecast for next week) into account. Linking
this information with the dependency patterns learned in the past may increase the forecast’s accuracy. Further, depending on the type of the process forecast, certain data may
be mandatory. For instance, the configuration problem can only be solved, if the set of
process model variants as well as their extrinsic trigger points are available.
Step 6: Apply the selected process forecasting method. Having implemented all
the previous steps, as a final step, the process forecasting method is applied.

6

Results of the Structured Literature Review

Below, we describe the results of the structured literature review. These built the theoretical backbone of the process forecasting definition and reference process. Following
the research approach described in Section 2, we classified the methods found in the
literature with respect to their input and output. Fig. 4 shows the components (dashed
borderline) of the proposed definition of process forecasting. These components are
divided into sub-components (full borderline) based on their conceptualizations
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described in Section 4. The numbers in brackets indicate the number of methods using
the (sub-)components, with the shadings of gray indicating whether a (sub-)component
is used in many (dark gray) or few (light gray) methods.1
Input
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Abbreviations: dependent process characteristic(s) (DPC), independent process characteristic(s) (IPC), contextual variables (CV), event log
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Fig. 4. Heat map of the (sub-)components of process forecasting.

The results show that all of the framework’s components are addressed at least once in
the literature, whereby none of the existing techniques exploits all components. Regarding the sub-components, the analysis reveals that forecasting a process model has
not been addressed and run-time values of the dependent process characteristic(s) as
well as target values of independent process characteristic(s) have only been considered
by one existing technique each. This is not surprising, as taking run-time values of the
dependent process characteristic(s) into account becomes relevant for medium- and
long-range time horizons. The majority of the identified and analyzed techniques, however, focus on a short-range time horizon, i.e., on the prediction of running instances.
The results disclose that most of the proposed techniques are data-driven. Among the
data-driven forecasting methods, a large number uses historical and run-time values
from event logs, data attributes assigned to activities or processes, and resources involved in a process execution as independent process characteristics. Concerning the
selection of the dependent process characteristic(s), PPIs, particularly the cycle time,
have received most attention, whereas the prediction of activity-specific attributes (e.g.,
involved resources) is fragmentarily addressed. More than a third of the analyzed approaches exploit historical and run-time contextual data to potentially lever the accuracy of the forecasts, among which the lion’s share considers the internal context. In
contrast, anticipated contextual data has been used rarely.
Most existing techniques focus on the prediction of PPIs. However, the literature
emphasizes that the explanatory power of forecasts can be increased by selecting leading instead of lagging indicators as prediction targets. This insight was also integrated
into the proposed reference process (cf. Step 2, Section 5). In the analyzed literature,
numerous causalities between process characteristics are mentioned. Fig. 5 schematizes
the knowledge scattered across the literature by means of an acyclic directed graph.
1

The individual classification of the methods and further details on the results of the literature
review are available at researchgate.net/publication/323691573_Process_Forecasting.
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Fig. 5. Cause-effect relationships between process characteristics.

The graph illustrates which process characteristics are addressed (this involves either
using the process characteristic as a prediction target or highlighting a process characteristic as leading indicator for another process characteristic) and which causal relationships are proposed. In the figure, nodes are process characteristics and edges describe the cause-effect relationships between process characteristics (e.g., “A ® B”
describes “A contributes to changes in B.”). In addition, numbers in the labels of nodes
and edges indicate the number of papers selecting a certain process characteristic as
prediction target and confirming a certain cause-effect relationship. As in Fig. 4, the
shadings of nodes indicate whether a process characteristic is frequently (dark gray) or
rarely forecasted (light gray). A number of zero in the label of a node indicates that this
process characteristic was not explicitly forecasted in the analyzed techniques. However, it is included in the figure, as it was mentioned in at least one cause-effect relationship. Given a forecasting objective, the graph can guide an analyst through the selection of the dependent process characteristic (cf. Step 2, Section 5) or the identification of influential independent process characteristics needed to make an accurate forecast (cf. Step 5, Section 5). The further analysts get down the causality chain, the closer
they will get to the leading indicators of future process behavior. For instance, let an
organization be interested in the cycle time of future process executions. Separately
predicting the processing and waiting times of future process executions may further
localize the problem. An even higher explanatory power of the forecast can be achieved
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by predicting process characteristics located at the end of a causality chain, e.g., the
breakdown time of a machine, as this may reveal that the long waiting times result from
the poor condition of a machine involved in future process executions. This can enable
the company to proactively take targeted actions and eliminate issues before they occur.

7

Related Work

Due to its interdisciplinary nature, process forecasting is linked to many disciplines
beyond BPM (e.g., operations management, demand forecasts, pervasive computing).
To position process forecasting as BPM sub-area, we compare it with other BPM subareas, namely process flexibility, declarative process modeling, emergent workflow,
business process intelligence, process mining, predictive process monitoring, process
simulation, and process planning. The positioning is shown in Fig. 6. For the sake of
transparency, we deliberately abstract from overlaps between other sub-areas.
Business process intelligence
Process planning
Process mining

Process flexibility
Predictive
process
monitoring

Process
Forecasting

Process
simulation

Declarative process modeling
Emergent workflow

Fig. 6. Positioning of process forecasting against BPM-related sub-areas.

Process flexibility enables adapting processes to internal or external triggers without
completely replacing them [18]. Flexibility approaches usually do not take a forecasting
perspective. Rather, they are concerned with how to quickly react to changes. However,
linking extant flexibility types [1] to our process forecasting types reveals that process
flexibility is an enabler for process forecasting, because organizations can only benefit
from process forecasting, if processes can be adapted flexibly. For instance, the strategy
flexibility by deviation, i.e., allowing for short-term deviations, enables solving the execution problem. Flexibility by design, based on many model variants, builds the foundation for solving the configuration problem. Flexibility by change supports solving the
design problem in the short-term, as it enables changing process models at run-time.
The fourth strategy, flexibility by under-specification, allows for the formulation of incomplete process models at design time and the addition of process model fragments at
run-time. As such, it helps solve the execution and design problem.
Next, declarative process modeling implements flexibility by design and underspecification in a non-procedural way. Thus, it also serves as a tool for realizing process
forecasting and enables solving the execution, configuration, and design problem. The
basic idea is to model processes via constraints that must be satisfied by every process
instance, instead of rigorously defining the control flow [1]. Consequently, more options to proactively manage process-related issues and opportunities are created.
Similarly, emergent workflow follows the idea to design or adapt process models at
run-time, if needed [28]. This creates the ability to flexibly react to changes or issues
that are anticipated by means of process forecasting.
Business process intelligence (BPI) refers to the application of techniques that support the collection, analysis, and presentation of business process information with the
aim to enable better decision-making [29]. In contrast to process forecasting, however,
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most BPI techniques target retrospective analyses, i.e., process instances are analyzed
after their termination providing insights into how processes are executed. Among these
techniques, an application area that receives a lot of attention is process mining.
Process mining aims to extract knowledge from process logs [30]. As such, it sets
the basis for process forecasting methods that rely on process data. As opposed to its
predominant focus on understanding past process behavior, in recent years, proactive
process mining approaches emerged that support real-time and future-oriented analyses. The majority deals with the performance prediction of running instances and, thus,
relates to the execution problem of process forecasting (cf. Type 1b, Section 3). This
research field is commonly referred to as predictive process monitoring.
Predictive process monitoring is concerned with predicting how running process instances will unfold up to their completion [16]. In essence, existing approaches use past
process execution data, partial traces of the monitored process instances, and partly also
contextual data to predict the remaining duration (see e.g., [15]), process-related risks,
i.e., the likelihood or severity of a process fault [9]), the outcome (e.g., whether or not
a running instance will violate a compliance rule [8]), or the future path of a process
instance [16]. With the aim to combine the approaches for different but related prediction tasks, a general framework to predict process characteristics of running instances
was proposed in [24]. Differently from the above-mentioned works, process forecasting
goes beyond the prediction of individual running instances. Predicting process characteristics of a group of running and/or future instances arriving in a distinct time interval
is hardly addressed in literature [14].
Further, process simulation evaluates the impact of design decision on business processes prior to implementation [31]. Thus, process simulation is a part of process forecasting, as it is concerned with understanding dependencies between process characteristics. Once understood, the discovered dependencies help derive process forecasts.
Finally, process planning deals with the automated construction of new process
models. It facilitates the design of process models that comply with future process demands [19]. Consequently, process planning is linked to solving the design problem of
process forecasting, as it tackles the same issue, i.e., to reduce process latency by enabling a timely preparation of future process models. Thus, process planning can be seen
as a specific instantiation of a process forecasting method that uses future process demands as input, namely in the form of target values of independent process characteristics, and forecasts the design of a process model that is conform with these demands.
As summarized above, there are several heterogeneous approaches pursuing the
same overarching objective, namely to proactively manage process-related issues and
opportunities. In particular, the methods focusing on the prediction of process characteristics differ in terms of the time horizon of the prediction, the input variables taken
into account, the process characteristics to be forecasted, their level of aggregation, and
the techniques to be used. Process forecasting, as an umbrella concept, consolidates and
extends these existing future-oriented BPM methods and reveals that there is a considerable need for future research.
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8

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the concept of process forecasting. With the aim to stimulate
a community-wide discussion about the uptake of proactive BPM, we presented various
use cases that motivate the need for process forecasting. We also provided a definition
and a reference process as well as a positioning against related BPM sub-areas. Process
forecasting is an umbrella concept for future-oriented BPM methods and techniques
that tackle process-related issues before they occur, proactively seize process-related
opportunities, and reduce process latency. The proposed definition and the reference
process were built on the results of a structured literature review.
This paper revealed that the range of existing future-oriented BPM methods and
techniques is not sufficient. Whereas the first type of process forecasting, i.e., solving
the execution problem, has been addressed by research fields such as predictive process
monitoring, forecasting techniques that solve the configuration or design problem
hardly exist. This strengthens the need for future research. Further, the limitations of
this paper also stimulate future research. As research on process forecasting is still in
its early stages, our rationale for this paper was to create a first overall understanding
of the need for and scope of process forecasting. With a focus on the interdisciplinary
nature of the topic, we acknowledge that the scope of the conducted literature review
should be broadened. In future work, we intend to enrich process forecasting by exploiting extant methods from other disciplines. Another avenue for future research is to
provide methodological guidance for choosing a suitable forecasting technique within
a process forecasting initiative. In addition, we plan to conduct case studies validating
the applicability of our concept, to set up a research agenda for process forecasting, and
to devise a proactive BPM life cycle. However, we trust that this paper is a solid starting
point for discussing and exploring the under-researched potentials of proactive BPM.
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